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Motions Guide  

What is a motion?  

You may have a fantastic idea about improving the way Union of Kingston 

Students works, or perhaps there is something that really irritates you.  If you want to bring 

about change in your Union, you can write a motion and propose it to be adopted as policy. 

In this booklet are all the motions that were submitted for AGM on the 18th January which 

were unheard as well as any new motion submitted to be debated and voted on  

What do the different sections of a motion mean?  

Motions are broken down into three sections;  

AGM/EGM Notes: This is what the author believes to be fact, eg “Most students owe money 

in the form of student loans” 

AGM/EGM Believes: This is much more opinion-based, and if passed, will become the policy 

of Union of Kingston Students. eg “Student debt is not a good thing” 

AGM/EGM Resolves: This is the main thrust of the motion and gives the practical mandate 

to Union of Kingston Students, eg “For Union of Kingston Students to campaign against 

student debt” 

How are motions debated?  

Each motion will have a proposer(s) and seconder(s) - these are students who wrote the 

motion. They will be asked to give a 2 minute speech to explain why you should vote for this 

motion.  

The chair will then ask if anyone wishes to give a 2 minute speech against the motion. If you 

do, please raise your hand.  

The chair will then allow 2 questions to be put to the proposer or seconder. They will have a 

minute to respond to each question.  

At the end of the debate, the Chair will ask the proposer to come and give a 1 minute 

speech to summarize why the motion should be passed. Following this, you will be asked to 

vote.  

What is procedural motion?  

Say you want another round of speeches, more questions, amend a section of a motion 

before it is voted on – you can submit a procedural motion.  
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To do this, come to the front and speak to the Chair’s assistant or speak to one of the Union 

staff.  

If accepted, you will be asked to give a minutes speech to explain why and then the EGM 

will vote whether to do it or not 

How do I vote?  

If you want to vote for (e.g if you want the motion to be accepted) – raise your green 

thumb!  

If you want to against (e.g you don’t want the motion)– raise your red thumb!  

If you abstain (neither vote for or against) – raise your hand 

The motion will accepted if more than half of those present votes for it.  

So we voted, what happens next?  

Any motion that approved* becomes Union Policy for the next three years. This means that 

what is in the resolves part of the motion, the Union is mandated to do, campaign on or 

take a stance on.  

*This is subject to the Union’s Trustee Board – this board check that we are not passing 

things that contravene the aims and objectives of the Union, breaking the law or going to 

cause the Union financial problems.  

How was the order of the motions decided?  

The first 6 motions were unheard at the AGM on the 18th January. The other motions came 

in after the AGM and before the EGM and their order was decided at random by the Chair  

There are a lot of motions, what happens if we run out of time?  

They will be referred to the Union’s Trustee Board for approval  

I have more questions – who can I speak to?  

Before and after the EGM, drop an email to studentsunion@kingston.ac.uk or pop into the 

office to speak to the Student Officers or a member of staff.  

At the EGM, speak to one of the Union staff, the Chair’s Assistant or drop us a tweet at 

@union_kingston 

mailto:studentsunion@kingston.ac.uk
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Motion 1: Kingston University Student Rip-off 

Motion Proposer(s): Gideon Sassoon (K1009705) 

Motion Seconder: AQ Khan (K1460789) 

Union AGM Notes 

1. The previous VC Julius Weinberg has resigned (previous salary: £214,000) 
2. He has not left the university and instead was given a position of “president” 

(Currently salary: £251,461) (obtained by FOI) 
3.  This role has never existed before. 
4. This role was never widely advertised, bordering on the suggestion that it was 

specifically created for Julius Weinberg 
5. As an added not for context new VC is earing (£190,000)  

 

Union AGM Believes 

1. This borders on inappropriate use of public and student finances.  
2. Julius was partially responsible for the significant drop of Kingston University in the 

league tables, which we believe should have resulted in dismissal rather than 
promotion for the damage caused. 
 

Union AGM Resolves 

1. Union makes a statement that it condemns the decision of the board in the creation 
of this role and paying Julius when it could have been spent on hiring more teaching 
staff. 

2. The union to investigate the relevant area of law to determine if this practice was 
unlawful and accordance’s with the practice of a public institution and publish the 
subsequently generated report on the Union website. 

3. The University Affairs Officer campaigns at the board of Governors to put in place 
measure to ensure that this practice does not continue in the future. 

4. The University Affairs Officer expresses to the board the student reaction (in the 
form of discontent/dissatisfaction) on this issue and explores options to 
reprimanding the decision of giving the new role to the ex-vice chancellor (Julius 
Weinberg). 

5. The Board of Governors to consult University staff and management if there are 
extraordinary situations where the creation of a new role is considered. It should be 
widely advertised to the students.  
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Motion 2:  Equal Opportunity Studying 

Motion Proposer(s):  Beatrice Carey (K1505152) 

Motion Seconder:  Ayo Oloyede (K1507055) 

Union AGM Notes 

1.  Only home students are permitted to take up the Sabbatical Officer post and 
continue their studies at the same time. 

2.  Due to visa restrictions international students must either take a gap year in 
between study or wait until the end of their course to run to become a Sabbatical 
Officer. 

3.  This creates a double standard for studying and discourages international students 
from running for the position. 

4.  The Union should have a fair studying policy that is equal to all demographics of 
students. 
 
Union AGM Believes 

1.  The Union should lobby the University to make the Sabbatical Officer year an 
optional part of every course. 

2.  Until all students can study and take up the Sabbatical Officer position, the Officers 
who take up post should only focus on doing their role. 
 
Union AGM Resolves 

1.  Starting with the 2017 Elections, elected Officers will only be permitted to focus on 
their duties pertaining to the positions.   

2.  The Union should make more of an effort to create positions and policies that are 
fair and equal to all students. 
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Motion 3:  Improving the laptop loan scheme  

Motion Proposer:  Summer Ahmed, student no: k1429918 

Motion Seconder:  Nishath Choudhury (K1400190) Ramla Mohamed (K1408653) 

Union AGM Notes 

1.  The fine on the borrowed laptops is £5 per half hour delay.  
 

Union AGM Believes 

1.  Although the late fine system works to ensure items are returned, these fines can 
accumulate quickly if not returned promptly (i.e £10 per hour)  

2. This cost is unacceptable and unaffordable  
3. New methods need to be developed to ensure students are not unfairly punished 

 

Union AGM Resolves 

1.  For the Union to work with Library and Learning Services to develop a text reminder 
system to remind borrowers 10 minutes before they are due to be returned  

2.  For the system to include the ability to extend the borrowing via text to avoid any 
avoidable fees  

3.  For the Union to campaign that the late fees to be reduced from £5 per half hour 
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Motion 4: Consent workshops 

Motion Proposer(s): Holly Duffield (K1405234) 

Motion Seconder: Elizabeth Johnston (K1426717) 

Union AGM Notes 

1.  Kingston rape cases went up from 460 in 2015 to 526 in November 2016. 
2.  1 in 3 female students are a victim of sexual assault on campus in the UK. 
3.  Almost half (43 per cent) of the women who had experienced sexual assault or 

abuse at university, did not report their ordeal. 
4.  It is not mandatory at Kingston University to be taught about the topic of consent. 

 

Union AGM Believes 

1.  It should be part of the induction process at the beginning of the year.  
2.  It should not be an option. 
3.  A motion like this could inspire students to further the skills that their degree 

provides. 
4.  It may well prevent future rape and assault at Kingston University.  

 
Union AGM Resolves 

1. The Union should host a series of informative workshops regarding the issues of 
Consent and Sexual Assault included in the beginning of each semester and around 
Union events that involve alcohol and large numbers of students as well as other 
various times of the academic year.  

2. The Union should hold a support group or safe space for survivors. 
3. The Union must lobby the University to include workshops on Consent, Sexual 

Assault, and Domestic Violence during welcome week and throughout the year. 
4. The Union must make a video and poster campaign with artistically inclined students 

by the end of 2017.  
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Motion 5: Decreasing consumption of plastic water bottles and creating new water 

stations across KU 

Motion Proposer(s): Giulia Selvaggi (K1426059) and Beatrice Tomassi (K1460044) 

Motion Seconder: Nina Grote (K1329064) 

Union AGM Notes 

1.  Unacceptable amounts of plastic bottles are consumed throughout KU, specifically 
water bottles. 

2.  The reduction of water bottle prices by Elior happened in 2014 from £0.95 to £0,50 - 
and has encouraged higher consumption rates until today. 

3.  The number of water fountains across campuses is low, they are not strategically 
located and not all are fit for filling flasks. 

4.  Little awareness is made available about this issue. 
 

Union AGM Believes 

1. An increase in the availability of water bottle filling stations would mean a significant 
reduction in plastic water bottle consumption. 

2.  An increase in price by Elior would additionally discourage the consumption of 
plastic water bottles. 

3.  Water is a basic need to life: access to it as well as conscious behaviours should be 
encouraged, especially within a University. 

 

Union AGM Resolves 

1. Establishment of additional water bottle filling stations, across the entire KU 
campuses’ area.  

2. Strategic design and location of water stations, to encourage use (also including 
information and statistics to raise awareness about the issue) 

3. An increase in price of plastic water bottles by Elior can discourage the consumption 
of plastic water bottles and consequently encourage the use of the new water 
stations, throughout the entire KU. 
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Motion 6: Defend refugees and migrants - No to racism and Islamophobia 

Motion Proposer(s): Feisal Haji (K1464888) 

Motion Seconder: Chris Newlove (K1639147) 

Union AGM Notes 

1. The government’s failure to allow substantial amounts of refugees to enter the UK – 

often justified using racist scaremongering about the dangers Muslim refugees pose 

to British society. 

2. The rising tide of racism pouring from newspapers and politicians, who are targeting 

migrants and Muslims as a scapegoat for economic and social problems. 

3. The government’s threat of new laws to curb the rights of European workers and 

students in the UK following the 2016 Referendum. 

 

Union AGM believes 

1. Antiracism is a key part of the Student Union’s remit. It is right to build on the 

success of this year’s Black History Month by actively campaigning against state 

racism. 

2. Student Unions have a duty to engage in wider political campaigns that defend the 

interests of migrant students, Muslim students and others who face state racism. 

 

Union AGM resolves 

 

1. To call on Kingston University management to provide a much larger amount of 

scholarships for refugees and asylum seekers than it currently does. At the moment, 

it provides funding for only four university places. 

2. To support any student campaigns to build solidarity with refugees and put pressure 

on KU management to considerably extend their scholarship scheme. 

3. To join the Trade Union Congress and others in supporting the Stand Up To Racism 

national demonstration on March 18th – in solidarity with refugees and EU migrants, 

and against racism and Islamophobia. This support will include sending an email to 

all students to encourage them to take part in the demonstration  


